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We are interested in the limiting absorption principle for Schrodinger operators 
of the form: H(h) = -h’d +x1 + V(x), 0 <h < ho. For a large class of potentials V, 
we establish various estimates for the resolvents of H(h) at non-trapping energy. 
The proof is based on a simple commutator technique. Our results seem to be new 
even in the case of h = 1. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Schrodinger operators with homogeneous electric field can be 
written, after a suitable rotation of the coordinates, as 
H(h, p) = -h2A +/3x1 + V(x), (1.1) 
where fl, h > 0 and x = (xi, x’) E R x R”- ‘. There are usually two points of 
view of considering the Hamiltonian (1.1): One is to regard H(h, p) as a 
perturbation of the operator ---PA + V(x); typically this is adopted in the 
study of resonances in Stark effect (see [ 3,6] and more recently [ 19-2 1 ] ). 
The other is to consider H(h, /?) as a perturbation of -h2A + /?x,, just as 
in scattering theories for the pair of operators ( - h2A + fixI, H(h, b)). See 
[l, 5, 7, 13, 14, 221. In this paper we shall work in the latter framework, 
although we do not use the comparison between - h2A + pxi and H(h, p). 
Henceforth, we put fi = 1 and denote by H(h) the operator (1.1) with /I = 1. 
We want to establish various estimates on the resolvents of H(h) for 
0 < h < ho, with h, > 0 small enough. 
For the operator R(h) = - h2A + V(x), where V is a long range potential 
satisfying 
laaV(x)l <Cm(X)-&-‘= E>O, CCEN~, 
with (x) = (1 + Ix~~)‘/‘, similar problems were studied in [ 12, 171. In par- 
ticular, if A > 0 is a non-trapping energy level (see Sect. 2 for the definition), 
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itwasprovedin[12]forn=landin[17]forallnEN*thatfors>n-t, 
one has 
II(x)-“(R(h)-i-i&)-” (x)-y Qch-“, for O<h<h,, (1.2) 
uniformly in 0 < IsI d 1. See also [ 173 for microlocal versions of (1.2). 
Making use of our previous works [ 15, 161 on the correspondence between 
quantum and classical dynamics, we derived in [ 181 that the non-trapping 
condition is necessary to obtain the estimates of the form (1.2). Observe 
that H(h) is distinguished from R(h) in that R(h) is semibounded, while 
H(h) is not. In fact for a large class of potentials, one has a(H(h)) = R. This 
implies that we cannot apply, at least not directly, to H(h), the results such 
as the functional calculus of h-pseudodifferential operators by the transfor- 
mation of Mellin [4]. However, we shall prove that the results similar to 
(1.2) hold for H(h) with a much weaker localization. The proof of these 
results is essentially different from those of [12] and [17] in that in 
[ 12, 173, the arguments are based on the construction of h-parametrices, 
while here we use only a simple commutator technique. See [9] and also 
CL 8, 101. 
Assume that V is a smooth real-valued function on Rd, satisfying 
1% Vx)l G c, for CIE Nd, 1011 > 1, (1.3) 
and 
Ti;;; Id,, V(x)1 < 1. (1.4) IX + 02 
Let A, = hi aT,. Then for any x E C;(R), one has 
X(fe)) iCff(h), ‘4d X(W)) 
2 cMfw))2 + X(W)) &dfm)), c > 0, 
where K is a compact operator. If h > 0 is fixed, the arguments of Mourre 
enable us to derive the existence of the boundary values near R of 
(H(h) - z) -‘, Im z # 0. This method cannot apply if we want to consider 
h > 0 as a small parameter. Here we utilize the observation that if 1 E R is 
a non-trapping energy, then it is possible to modify A, by a smoothing 
operator R such that A = A, + R verifies 
SW)) iCff(h), Al x(W)) 2 c’bAH(h))2v c’>O, (1.5) 
for x any smooth function supported in a sufficiently small neighborhood 
of A. See [2] for R(h) = -h2d + V. Then by commutator techniques [S, 91 
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and the method of partition of unity [ 17, 183, we prove that for any 
HEN*, s, r>O, with s+2r>n-t, one has 
ll(A,)~“p-‘(H(h)-~-i&)-“p~‘(A,)-”Il 
6 Ch pn, 0 < (El =s 1, (1.6) 
and for any s’ B 0, s + 2r > n, one has 
II(A,)“‘X~(A,)(H(h)-;l-i&)-“p-‘(A,)-”~”’11 
d Ch-“, o< T&<I, 
and for any s > 0, one has 
(1.7) 
II C&Y x + Md(fW) -A - i&I-” x + M,K&)“II 
< Ch-“, o< f&<l, (1.8) 
for h > 0 sufficiently small. Here p is a weight function on R, bounded for 
x, >O, and equivalent to (xi) as x1 + -co; x+ (resp. x-) is a bounded 
function on R with support contained in some right (resp. left) half-line. 
Observe that our results are new even for fixed h > 0. 
As usual, the results on the smoothness of the boundary values of the 
resolvents imply the time decay of wavefunctions. Put U(t, h) = eeihm”“(“). 
It follows from (1.6) that for any E > 0, 
II (4,) -’ P-‘UC h) f(W)) F’(&) -‘II 
<Ch--E(t)-2r-S+E, teR. 
We believe that one can put E = 0 in the above estimate. But this needs 
other approaches. See [ 17, 181. 
This work is organized as follows. In Section 2, we use the non-trapping 
condition to construct the symbol of the operator A. We establish in 
Section 3 the estimate (1.6), (1.7) for n = 1, r= 0, and A, replaced by A. 
Our main result of this paper (Theorem 4.1) is derived in Section 4 by an 
easy argument already used in [ 171. This proves in particular (1.6~( 1.8). 
In Section 5, we give the corresponding results for fixed h > 0. Of course, 
we do not need the non-trapping condition in this case. 
2. THE CLASSICAL DYNAMICS 
Assume that V satisfies (1.3) and (1.4). Consider the Hamiltonian 
system: 
i(t) = 25(t), 40) = Y 
g(l) = -e, -VV(x(t)), 5(O) = ?. 
(2.1) 
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Here e, = (1, 0, . . . . 0) E Rd. We say that p = <* +x1 + V(x) satisfies the non- 
trapping condition at the energy A.,, E R, if for any R > 0, there exists t,, > 0 
such that 
MC Y, rl)l > R for ltl > to, (2.2) 
and (y, v)~p-‘(&) with ly( d R. Remark that the non-trapping condition 
is open in the sense that if p is non-trapping at I,, then there exists a small 
interval J= ] I, - 2s’, A0 + 2e’[, E’ > 0, such that (2.2) holds for ( y, q) E 
p-‘(I), (y( GR, with a possibly new to. Condition (2.2) is equivalent to a 
stronger statement. 
LEMMA 2.1. Under the above assumptions, there exist C, C’, R, > 0 such 
that 
Ix,(c Y, q)l 2 c’t2 for It) 2 CR’/=, R 2 RO, (2.3) 
andfor (y, q)~p-‘(J) with lyl <R. 
Proqf Let R, > 0 such that Iax, V(x)1 Q 1 -c, c> 0, for (xl > RO. By 
(2.2), there exists t, > 0 such that 
Ix(c y, vr)l 2 c, t*, for It1 > t,, (2.4) 
(y, q)~p-‘(4 with lyl <R, + 1. For (y, q)~p-l(J), R, + 1 < Jyl <R, we 
have (g( G CR”‘. If the trajectory t I+ x(t; y, q) does not enter into the ball 
{ 1x1 < R,}, then from the expression 
x(r;y,rl)=y+2tq-r*e,-2ji(r-s)VY(x(s;y,rl))d.s 
it follows that 
Ix(t; Y? rl)l act* - IY, + WI I 
>c t= 
2 
for [tl >, C’R1j2, 
with C’ > 0 large enough. If x(t; y, q) enters into { 1x1 < R,} at some time 
T>O: Ix(t; y, ?)I <R for (tl < T and Ix(T; y, ?)I = R,, then T satisfies the 
estimates 
f(T)T*+Trl1 =x,(T)-Y,, f(T)aC>O, 
or 
T= < Tc’R”* + R-I-R,. 
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This means that T< c2 R1j2 for some C, > 0. Put (yr, qT) = (x( T; y, q), 
((T; y, q)). By (2.4), we obtain 
lx(c YY VII = Ix(t- T; Y,, ylT)I 
bc, It- T12, for It- TI at, ac ItI’, 
if ItI > C”R , ‘I2 for C” > 0 large enough. This proves (2.3). 
Let HP denote the Hamiltonian vector field of p. Then 
HJ-<,)=l+a,V(x)>C>O for 1x1 > R,. (2.5) 
Take ge C,“(R”) such that 0~ g < 1, g(x) = 1 for 1x1 <R, + 1, and 
suppgc{Ixl<R,+2}. Let peC,“(J), O<p<l, and p=l on a 
neighborhood of I= [A, -E’, il, + E’ J. Then condition (2.2) implies that 
fb, v) = -P(P(Y, ~1) jo+” dx(s; Y, rl)) ds 
is a well-defined smooth function on R2d. Let f be defined by 
YCf(r, VI=P(P(Y, rl)) sg(x(s; Y, ~1) ds. 
Thenf(e’HP(y,q))=f(y,q)forall t~lWand 
If(A ?)I ~f(.h rl) G sup f(Y, rl). (2.6) 
This shows that f( ., .) is bounded on R2” and we can check that 
H,J(Y, v) = P(P(X vl)) g(y). (2.7) 
Now take x E CF(Rd) with x(x) = 1 for 1x1 < 1. For 2; > c + 
maxlxl sRo+ 1 Ia1 Vx)l, put 
(y,rj)~R~‘,R>R~+2. (2.8) 
From (2.5) and (2.7), it follows that 
H,Q(Y, ~12 42 - ‘%(A(1 - MY, v))) (2.9) 
for R large enough. Here we used the estimate (H,x(y/R)) f(y, q) = 
O(R-‘I*) uniformly in (y, q) E R2d. a( ., .) will serve as the symbol of the 
operator A satisfying (1.5). Note that x( ./R) f( ., . ) is of compact support 
in Rzd. 
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3. SEMICLASSICAL RESOLVENT ESTIMATES 
In this section, we assume that V satisfies (1.3), (1.4) and that p satisfies 
the non-trapping condition (2.2) at energy I, E R. Put I= [A0 - E’, & + E’] 
and I’= {zEC; RezE1, Og fimz<l}. For a symbol b on RZd, we 
denote by b”(x, AD) the Weyl pseudodifferential operator 
b”(x, hD) u(x) = (27~)-~ jj er(.r--“)5 
x b((x + Y)/& M-1 4~) dv dL u E Y( Rd); 
and by b(x, hD) the usual pseudodifferential operator: 
b(x, hD)u(~)=(2n)-~55e~(.~--~)~ 
x W, h5) 4~) & &, u E Y( Rd). 
Throughout this paper, we denote A the self-adjoint realization of 
a’“(~, AD), with a defined by (2.8). Introduce also two classes of functions 
Sk: 
S, ={.f~CYR);supp.fc[c~, +ooC, 
f=lon[c,, +co[forsomec,,c,ER} 
S- = (f~C~(R);suppfc]-co,c~], 
f=l on]-co,c,]forsomec,,c,ER}. 
The main result of this section is the following. 
THEOREM 3.1. For z E C, Im z #O, put R(z, h) = (H(h) - z)-‘. Then one 
has: 
(i) For s>$, 
II(A)-” R(z, h)(A)-“(1 <ch-‘, O<h<h,, (3.1) 
uniformly in ZE I + u I-; 
(ii) For x+ ES+, ra0, ands> 1, one has - 
II(A)‘x+(A)R(z,~)(A)-‘-“Il~ch-‘, O<h<h,, (3.2) 
uniformly in z E I T and 
ll(~)~‘-“R(z,h)~.(~)(~)‘II~ch-‘, O<h<h,, (3.3) 
uniformly in z E I * ; 
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(iii) For x_+ ES+ andr>O, one has - 
II(~)‘~+(~)~(z,h)x~(A)(A)‘ll~ch-’, O<hdh,, (3.4) 
uniformiy in z E I F. 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is divided into several steps. We first check 
Eq. (1.5). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let 4 E C,“(J) be real-valued such that 4 = 1 on I and 
supp 4 n supp( 1 - p) = (21. Then there exists c > 0 such that 
NfW))CfW), Al 4(fW)) 2 cW(ff(h)Y (3.5) 
for O<h<h,, with h,-, small enough. 
Proof: By symbolic calculus, one has 
i[H, A] = h{b”(x, h) + O(h)) in 9(L2), 
where b(x, <) = H,a(x, l) > C- cg(x)(l - p(p(x, t))), C> 0. Set d(x, <) = 
z’g(x)( 1 - p(p(x, 5))). By factorizing the h-pseudodifferential operator with 
symbol b + d > C, we obtain 
bW(x, hD) > C/2 - dW(x, hD) - C’h (3.6) 
for some C’> 0 large enough. Inequality (3.6) is valid as self-adjoint 
operators on L’(W’). This shows that 
i4(ff(h))CWh), Al #(Wh)) 
B h&(H(h))(C/4 - d”(xhD) &H(h)). (3.7) 
Take x E C,“(J) such that x = 1 on supp 4 and supp x n supp( 1 - p) = (21. 
We want to prove that 
IIx(Wh)) d’“(x, hD)Il -+ 0, as h-+0+. (3.8) 
Inequality (3.5) follows from (3.7) and (3.8) for h > 0 sufficiently small. To 
prove (3.8), we pass to the usual quantification: 
dW(x, hD) = d(x, hD) + O(h) in 9(L2). 
(See Robert [ll].) Take g~c~(R~), with g(x)= 1 on supp g. Let 
g, E C,“(Rd) be real-valued such that g,(x) = 1 in a neighborhood of the 
support of 2. 
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Then R(h) = g,H(h)g, is lower semibounded. We can prove by a 
method of functional calculus [4] that 
&(fi(h)) = e(x, hD) + O(h) in sP(L’), (3.9) 
where e(x, 5) = g(x) x(p(x, 0). Now since x E C?(R), it can be uniformly 
approximated by polynomials in (S + i))’ and (s- i))‘, s E R. For any 
given E > 0, take a polynomial Q( .,.) such that 
IX(S)-Q((s+i,-‘, (s--)-‘)I <E, SER. 
Then one has 
IMH(h))- Q((fW)+ V’, (H(h)-i)-‘III be 
ll~(H(h))-Q((H(h)+i)-‘, (fW)-i)-‘)I/ GE. 
Since g(H(h) - R(h)) = 0, one derives easily that 
II~MW)) - xuwN)ll GE + cd. (3.10) 
Note that supp en supp d= /zr and that the adjoints of &(&(h)) and 
&(H(h)) also verify (3.9) and (3.10). We obtain 
IMfW)) d”(x, hD)II d IMH(h)) Hx, hD)ll + ch 
<E+C,h. 
This proves (3.8), and finishes the proof of Proposition 3.2. 
From now on, we denote 
B, = H(h) 
B, =f CLl,Al, 
(3.11) 
k = 1, 2, . . . . 
It is easy to check that for k 2 1, B, is bounded, self-adjoint on L’(R”), and 
by Proposition 3.2, 
EI, B, E,, 2 cE,, 3 c > 0, ZCCZl cc.& (3.12) 
uniformly in 0 <h < h,. Here E,, denotes the spectral projector of H(h) 
onto the interval I,. For m E N, m 2 1, we put 
F (E z)=H(h)-z- f 3B- m 3 
j-1 /! 3’ 
ZEZ’, cImz>O. 
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bMMA 3.3. For Q,, h, > 0 sufficiently small, one has: 
(i) F,,,(E,z) is invertible for ZEZ*, O<[&~<E~, with sImz>O and 
O<h<h,; 
(ii) Let G,,JE, z) denote the inverse of F,(E, z). Then, 
IlGrn(~, z)ll + IIWh) GA&, z)ll <C 14 -I 
uniformly in z E I * and if D is any bounded operator, 
IIG,JE, z) Dll d C(l + l&h1 -1’2 IIDG,(&, z) D)ll”). 
Proof: We write E, = E,,. Consider first the operator 
F,,&, z) = H(h) - z - E, C,&)EI, 
where C,(E) = CT=, (iEh)j/j! Bj. Since B, is uniformly bounded for ja 2, it 
follows from (3.12) that 
+E,C,(E)E, > kc lehl E,, fs>O,c>O,andO<h<h,. (3.13) 
From (3.13), we can derive easily that 
I CL k(~, z)f>l 2 c Id Ilf II23 for zEZ+,.sImz>O. 
This proves that FJE, z) is invertible. Let C,(E, z) denote its inverse. Then 
one has 
II6,z(~, z)ll G c Ml -’ 
I(1 -&P%n@, z)ll + II&&, zl(I-&Ill Gc 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
uniformly in ZEI’. Take XEC”(R) such that x= 1 on R\Z, and x=0 in 
a neighborhood of I. Since Bj is bounded forj> 1, F,(E, z) is invertible for 
IIm zI > $ and O-K I&J <so, O< h < ho with co, ho small enough. Let 
GJE, z) = F,,,(E, z))‘. Then for IIm zI > f, we can write 
and 
x(fW)) GA&, z) = xW(h))(Wh) - z)-’ 
- CdWh))(Wh) - z)-’ C,(E) G,,AE, z) 
G,AE, z) = Z‘,,&, z) + ic,,JE, z)(c,,,(~) -El C,(E)E,) G,,,(E, z) 
= G,(E, z) + iG,(E, z) El C,(E)( 1 - E,) 
x x(H(h))(H(h) - z)-’ + ic,(&, z) KG,(&, z), 
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where 
K= (I- E,) C,(E) - iE, C,(&)(Z- E,) 
x X(W))(W) - 2) -l G(E). 
From (3.14) and (3.15), it results that 
ll&,(~, z)Kll G C Ml, uniformly in z E Z + . 
This means that G,,,(E, z) defined for ]Im z] > $ has a naturally holomorphic 
extension in z into Z * of the form: 
G,JE, z) = (I- i&J&, z)K)-’ &&, z) 
x (I+ iE, C,(s)(l - E,) #J(h))(H(h) - z)-I). (3.16) 
We can easily check that F,,, G,,, = G, F,,, = I. Therefore F,,,(E, z) is invertible 
for ZEZ’. From (3.14)-(3.16), we obtain 
llGm(~, z)ll < C I4 -‘, llG,(~, z) - &(E, z)ll < C (3.17) 
IlGrn(~, z)U- EI)II + Il(Z-- E,) GA&, z)ll d C. (3.18) 
As in [9, Proposition 2.51, one can easily check that 
IIE&(E, z)Dl12 d C lehl --I IId& z)Dll. 
Here C > 0 is independent of z E Z * and D E Y(L’). Now (ii) follows from 
(3.17) (3.18) and the estimate 
lIGrn(~, z) - GI(&, z)ll < C, for m>2, 
uniformly in E, h and z E Z *. 
Since i[B,, A] is bounded for any k > 0, we derive from Lemma 3.3 that 
for s0 > 0 sufficiently small, the map E + G,Js, z) is norm-differentiable for 
E E ] -so, O[ u 10, E,,[. By a direct computation, one obtains 
(&ih)m 
~G”(E,z)=CG,(E,Z),AI-~G,IB,,A~G,. (3.19) 
For s>O, put A,=(A)-” (&A)‘-’ and P,(E,z)=A,G,(E,z)A,. 
LEMMA 3.4. For SE If, 11, one has 
llP,(E, z)ll d c MI ~ l 
~~-$W)j~ ~cIEI”-‘(l+h ll~nz(GZ)il 
+ I&h1 -lj2 IIPm(E, z)l11’2). 
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Proof We need only to prove the estimate on (d/da) P,&, z). By (3.19), 
one has 
-$‘,,,=4E,,,4~,- 
“Yh”’ 
- AeG,CBm Al GnJ, m 
+ (s- 1) A,(EA~(EA)-~ G, + G,&A’(&A)-‘)A,. 
Since [B,, A] = O(h) in 6p(L2), applying Lemma 3.3, we obtain 
GC IIAA,II Ul4GmII + IIGmAll + I4”‘h”‘+’ L&G, II . Il~,A,II) 
This proves the lemma. 
In the proof of Theorem 3.1, we shall frequently use the following 
elementary result. See [8,9]. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let Ed > 0. Assume that the map: f: 10, E,,[ + 9(L2) is 
continuously norm-differentiable and that there exist constants p1 E R, p2, 
p3 E [0, l[, and c,, c2 > 0 such that 
Ilf(&)II d c,&-p’ 
Ilf’(&)II G C2(1 + Ilf(&)II + llf(E)IIP2) cp3 
for 0 < E < Q,. Then the limit lim, _ 0+ f (6) exists in aR( L2) and there is some 
Cs > 0 depending only on C,, Cz, and pi, j = 1, 2, 3, such that 
Ilf(E)II G c, for O<&<Eo. 
Now we are able to give the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We consider only the case E > 0 and Im z > 0. 
Since s > 1, we can apply Lemma 3.5 to f(E) = hP,(&, z) and obtain from 
Lemma 3.4 that 
(A)-” R(z, h)(A)-“=F_mo P,(E) 
satisfies the estimate 
II(A)-“R(z, h)(A)-“11 <chh’, 
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uniformly in z E Z + . This proves (i). To prove (ii), we consider the operator 
P,(E)= (A)‘x-(A)~“‘~-~‘G,(E,z)(A)~‘-~, 
whe C> 0 is taken such that supp x _ c ]-co, C]. Clearly the map: 
E + P,(E) is continuously differentiable in 6p(L’) and 
llP,(~)ll d Ch-‘c-‘, uniformly in z E Z + . (3.20) 
Applying (3.19), we obtain 
xee(A-C)G,[B,, A] G,(A)-‘+” 
= -U,(E) + Z(E) + II(&). 
Since s > 1, I > 0, we derive from (3.20) by means of interpolation that 
llZ(&)ll <c IIPm(&)II’-(r+“)-’ 
x II(A)‘~~(A)eE(A-c)G,II(‘fS)-’ 
<C lIfI&+-(r+& h-(‘+es,-‘E-(‘+l)(r+S)-‘. 
Take m > r + 2, one obtains from Lemma 3.3 that 
uniformly in E, z, h. This proves that 
Ii II i P,(E) < a1 + lPm(~)II 
+ IIPm(~)Ill-(r+S)~‘h-(r+S)-‘E-(r+l)(r+~)-’). (3.21) 
Since s > 1, we can apply Lemma 3.5 and derive from (3.20), (3.21) that 
(A)‘x_(A) R(z, h)(A)-‘-” satisfies (3.2) with ZEZ+. Inequality (3.2) for 
x + and z E Z ~ can be proved by the same arguments and (3.3) follows by 
taking the adjoint in (3.2). 
To prove (iii) of Theorem 3.1, we take m > 2r + 2 and consider the 
operator 
P,(E)= (A)‘~-(A)e”(A-C’G,(~,~)e-“‘A+C)~+(A)(A)’ 
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for E>O, ZEZ+. Here C and C’ are chosen such that 
SUPPXC l-c% Cl and supp~c CC’, +a)[. 
Then again by (3.19), one has 
$&)= -(C+C)P,(E)- E!y (A)‘X-(A)e”‘A-C’ 
xG,[B,, A] G,eE’A+C’)~+(A)(A)‘. (3.22) 
By the choice of m, we obtain 
II II f Pm(E) G C(lI~,(~)II + 1  
uniformly in E, h, ZEZ +. Now (3.4) for z E Z + follows by the same 
arguments used above. Inequality (3.4) for z E Z ~ is proved in the same 
way. Theorem 3.1 is proved. 
Remark 3.6. By the method of the proof for Theorem 3.1, we can also 
show that for z, z’ E Z *, with Im z. Im z’ > 0, and for s > i, there exists 
6 > 0 such that 
II(A)-“(R(z,h)-R(z’,h))(A)-“I(<ch-’(z-z’J’ 
(see also [S, lo]). This implies in particular that the boundary values 
(A)-” R(Akio;h)(A)-” 
exist for 1 EZ. The results of the following section show that the maps: 
A + (A ) -’ R(1+ io; h)( A ) -’ are k-times continuously differentiable, if 
s > k + $. The parallel results for (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 3.1 are also true. 
4. THE MAIN RESULTS 
In this section, we prove (1.6)-(1.8). We give first the following result 
which follows from Theorem 3.1 and an argument already used in [ 171. 
THEOREM 4.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, one has: 
(i) For any nEN*, s>n-4, one has 
II(A R(z, h)” <A,)-“II <ch-“, O<h<h,, 
uniformly in zEZ+ uZ-; 
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(ii) Let x+ ES*. For any r 2 0, s > n, one has - 
II(~,)‘x~M,)R(z, h)” (A,>-“-‘II <ch-“, O<h<h,, 
uniformly in z E Z *, and 
II<&-‘-“R(z, h)“xk(A,)(A,)‘II <ch-” 
uniformly in z E Z T ; 
(iii) Let xk ES+. For any r 2 0 and n E N*, one has 
II (A,)’ x+ Vo) Nz, h)” x T b4,K&)‘II 
<ch-“, O<hQh,, 
uniformly in z E Z *. 
Here A, denotes the operator - ih a,, . 
Proof We use an induction on n E N. For n = 1, observe that 
A= -A, +r’+‘(x, hD), 
where r E Y(R’“). This implies that for any SE R, (A)” (A,)-” and 
(A,)“(x~(A)-x~(-A,))(A,)” are uniformly bounded on L*(R”). 
Theorem 4.1 for n = 1 follows from Theorem 3.1. For n 2 2, we use a parti- 
tion of unity, 
p+ +p- =l on R, 
where p* ES*. From the expression (for Im z > 0) 
(A,)-” R(z, h)” (A,)-“= (A,)-” R(z, h)np’ p-(A,) 
x (A,)’ (A,) -’ R(z, h)(A >-” 
+ (A,)-” R(z, h)n-l (A,)-’ 
x (&)‘P+(~J Wz, hK&-” 
with $ < r -C s - n + 1 and n - 5 < t < s - 1, and the inductive hypothesis, we 
derive that (i) for n is true. Similarly we can prove (ii) and (iii) for n. See 
also [ 171. This finishes the proof of Theorem 4.1 by induction. 
Note that the assumptions on T/ imply in particular that 
I +)I G C(x) on Rd. 
To prove (1.6)-( 1.8), we make a stronger assumption on I’(. ): 
IV(x)1 <C(x,)‘-” on Rd. (4.1) 
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LEMMA 4.2, Under the assumptions (1.3) and (4.1), for any f E C,“(R) 
andfor any s>O, the operators (A,)2”f(H(h))p~’ and (A,)2Sp-Sf(H(h)) 
extend to uniformly bounded operators on L2(Rd). Here p E Cm(R) such that 
p(x,) > 0 on R, p(xl) = 1 for x, > 0, and p(x,) = (x,) for x, < - 1. 
Proof: It s&ices to prove the lemma for s E N. The general case follows 
by interpolations. Note first that U(t, h) = e-i’H(h) maps Y(Rd) onto 9’(R”) 
[ 151. Consequently, 
f(H(h)) = (2x)-’ jf(t) Vt, h) dt 
is continuous on 9’(Rd). By an easy induction on s EN, one can show that 
IIAV(t, h)(A,)-“II < C(t>s uniformly in h. 
Therefore (A,)“f(H(h))(A,)-” defined on 9’ extends to a uniformly 
bounded operator on L2(Rd). We want to prove: 
IIAp(H(h)+i)-“p-“)I ,<C uniformly in h. (4.2) 
The lemma follows from (4.2) by an elementary argument. We denote: 
H,, = -h’A. Then 
ll(A,)*“(H+i)-“~~~~ll <C ll(1 +H”,)(H+i)-“p~“ull 
GC’(llull + Il(xI>” (H+i)-“p-“4I) 
< C”(IIulI + ll(~~)~p~~(H+i)V~ ull) (4.3) 
for ue9’(Rd), uniformly in h > 0. Inequality (4.2) follows from (4.3) if we 
prove that (x,)‘b”(H+ i)-” is bounded on L2, where b E Cm(R), b(x,) = 1 
if xi > -2, and b(x,) = 0 if x, < -3. But by quadratic estimates, it follows 
that for some C > 0, 
b(CZ+ H)b>c’b(H, + (x,))b, c’ > 0, 
in the sense of self-adjoint operators. From the above inequality we derive 
that (x1) b(H+i)-’ and H,b(H+i)-’ are uniformly bounded. Remark 
that (x,)~ b”(H+ i)-” can be written as 
(x,)“b”(H+i)-“=((x,) b(H+i)-‘)“+I ((x1) b,(H+i)-‘)“I 
Here bi( .) is a smooth function of x1 and it has similar support properties 
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as b and the sum is finite. This proves that (x, )” b”(H+ i)-” is bounded, 
uniformly in 0 < h < ho. 
The following results follow from Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.2. 
THEOREM 4.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, assume in addition 
that V satisfies (4.1). Then 
(i) For any nEN*, s, rB0 with s+2r>n-5, one has 
II(Ao)-Sp-rR(~, h)“p-‘(&-“I/ <ch-” 
uniformly in zEI+ VI-; 
(ii) For x+ ES,, s’>O, ands+2r>n, one has 
II(A,)“‘~&4,)R(z, h)” (~&,-‘-“‘p-~lj <ch-” 
untformly in z E I * and 
lI(Ao)~S-5’p~rR(~, h)“x+(A,)(A,)“‘Il <ch-” 
uniformly in z E Z T. 
As usual we can derive from Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.3 the results on 
time decay of quantum wavefunctions. 
THEOREM 4.4. Put U(t, h) =e-ih-‘rH(h). Under the assumptions of 
Theorem 4.3, let f E Cco(] 1, -E’, A0 + E’ [). Then the following results hold 
for any E > 0 arbitrary small: 
(i) For any ra0, s30, one has 
lW’(&~“f(Wh)) Wt,hK&-“p-‘II 
<ch-&(t)-S--2r+& 
for teR andO<hQh,; 
(ii) For any s’>O and xk ES&, one has 
IIMJ”‘x&~,) u(t, h)f(H(h))(A,)-“-“‘p-‘II 
<ch-E(t)-S--2r+E 
for +t>O andO<h<h,; 
(iii) For any r 2 0, NE N, one has 
ll<&)‘~~G4,)f(~(h)) U(t,h)x~M,KA,)‘II <ch-‘(fYN 
for +t>O andO<h<h,. 
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Proof: The proof of (i)-(iii) is standard [8, 171. We give only the proof 
for (ii) with r = 0 by an induction on s’ E N. Making use of the expressions 
f(H(h)) U(t, h) =t’,:: (2x)-’ 1 cih-‘fi 
x f(H(h)) R(A. + iz, h) dA (4.4) 
for -t t > 0 and (ii) of Theorem 4.3, we obtain (ii) for s’ = 0 by integration 
by parts and suitable interpolations. Assume now that (ii) holds for 
0 < s’ < k - 1, k > 1. For s’ = k, we prove first that 
II(&)‘X~(&) U(t, h)f(fw)K&-‘II 
dch-‘(t)‘, 0-c j<k, (4.5) 
for f t > 0, 0 <h d h,, and for any E > 0. The result is trivial for j= 0. 
Assume that (4.4) is proved for j < m - 1 d k - 1. For j = m, we use the 
formula for t > 0 
(&Yx+(~ u(t, A)- U(t, h) x+(~J(&Y 
= 
s 
dU(t-~;~)~[H,A~x,(A,)] U(s,h)ds. 
Note that (i/h)[H, A;jlx+(A,)] can be written as 
~CH,A~~+(A,)l=c(x,hD)A~-‘p+(A,), 
where C( ., .) is a bounded symbol and p + E S + . It follows from the induc- 
tive hypothesis on (ii) that 
II (A,)“’ x+ (A,) U(t, h)f(fW)K&) --mll 
d C 
( 1 
1+ ; lbG-‘~ + (4 Us, h)f(W)K&) +ll ds) 
d C’(l + (t)” h-“). 
This proves (4.5). Integration by parts for (4.4) gives that for s > n + 1, 
ll<&>k~+(&) u(t, h)f(ff(h))(&pS-kll 
<Ch-l(t)-“, t > 0. 
Since n E N may be arbitrary, the interpolation between s = 0 and s + + cc 
(using (4.5) for j = k) proves that (ii) is true for s’ = k and t > 0. The case 
s’ = k, t < 0, can be proved in the same way. This proves (ii) by induction. 
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We believe that one can put E =0 in Theorem 4.4. This needs other 
approaches, such as constructing a temporal global h-parametrix and com- 
paring directly U(t, h) with the free group Uo(t, h)=e-ih~‘r”o(hJ, where 
H,(h)= -h2d +x1. See also [17, IS]. These results (with s=O) would be 
interesting, since they imply that the uniform time decay of wavefunctions 
is equivalent to the non-trapping condition (2.2) for Schrodinger operators 
with homogeneous electric field. See [15, 163 for general results on the 
correspondence between quantum and classical dynamics. 
5. THE CASE h = 1 
For h > 0 fixed, the resolvent estimates for Schrddinger operators with 
homogeneous electric field were studied in previous works [S, 7, 223. In 
this case, one does not need the non-trapping condition (2.2). Here we 
content ourselves with stating a result parallel to Theorem 4.1. 
THEOREM 5.1. Assume that VE C”(Rd; R) such that 
lZW)l d c,, IQI 2 1, 
iii% 
/XI + + 03 
Id,, V(x)1 < 1. 
Let H denote the self-adjoint realization of -A +x1 + V(x) in L2(Rd). Then 
for 1, E R\a,(H) there exists a small interval I of L2(Rd) such that the 
following results hold. 
(i) For s>n-i, nEN*, one has 
II(A)-” R(z)” (A)-“II <C uniformlyinzEI+ VI-; 
(ii) For x+ S,, rB0, ands>n, one has 
II(A)‘x+(A)R(~)“(A)-“-‘II<C 
uniformly in z E Z +- ;
(iii) For any N 2 0, one has 
II(A)N~~(A)R(z)“~~(A)(A)NII <C 
unzformly in ZEZ’. Here R(z)= (H-z)-‘, Im z#O, and A= ip1(8/8,,). 
We do not give the details for the proof of Theorem 5.1, since it follows 
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the same arguments as Theorem 4.1 and in fact can be proved more easily. 
Remark that the conditions on V guarantee that for any f E C”(R), 
f(WI’CK -Alf(H)~f(H)(CI+K)f(H), 
where c > 0 and K is a compact operator. If I, E R\a,(H) and I= 
[A, - E, 1, + E] we derive that 
E,i[H, -A] E,(H)>c/2E, 
for E > 0 sufficiently small. Then the arguments of Theorem 4.1 can be 
applied to this case. The details are omitted. 
Observe that the condition A,# o,(H) should be regarded as a quantum 
version of the non-trapping condition (2.2). Finally we indicate that the 
conditions on V are satisfied if V is of the form 
V(x) = Vob,) + Vl(X’) + V2/2(x), x=(x1,x’), 
where latV,l d C, forj=O, 1, la:V,(x)l < C,(X)‘-~---~~“, and Ia,, VO(x,) G 
1 -E on R, with E > 0. This means that V( . ) can be oscillatory both in x1 
and x’ variables. We believe that (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 5.1 for Y > 0 and 
N> 0 are new even when n = 1. 
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